POLITICA AZIENDALE PER L’AMBIENTE
Pelletterie 2F manufactures leather, synthetic, and natural fabric belts for Mens’
and Ladies’ at its sole production site, in Cividino di Castelli Calepio (Bergamo,
Italy).
Since 1978, the company is devoted to “made in Italy”, strictly selecting national
raw materials, melting design and passion for quality, with care for health and
safety of the people working for the company and for the environment.
In order to give concrete form to its committment fo environmental protection,
throughout 2016 Pelletterie 2F has started the implementation of a management
system based on ISO14001:2015 standard, by which the management means:
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Control the processes and the equipment in order to comply with the
environmental legislation, including directives, regulation applicable
to business and products, also considering any requirement
applicable in the countries where the products are shipped.



Comply with environmental issues included in Client’s regulatory
requirements and with any other requirement expressed by other
relevant interested, accepted on a voluntary basis.



Optimise the consumption/yield of materials (expecially the leather),
to avoid wastages on the minimum quantity needed.



Prevent the pollution, by adopting technical solutions intended to
reduce negative effects on the environment.



Limit the energy consumption



Chose and use products with low environmental impact, complying
with customers’ requirements.



Commit to a good practice in the management waste, to ease the
treatment by authorized companies.



Take preventive actions to reduce the risks of environmental
emergency (especially fire, spills)



Increase the awareness of the employees and any external
supplier/subcontractor whom part of the processes may be
subcontracted to.



Control the waste management by involving employees,
subcontractors accessing the company site for any construction or
maintenance work to cooperate on identification, storage, protecting
the waste until they are collected for disposal.



Monitor the work environment to ensure good maintenance of the
equipment in order to avoid any lack and spill.
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Continously increase the performance of the management system,
by adopting corrective actions and instructing the employees to
report any opportunity for improvement.

The management is committed to make adequate resources available in
order to implement the principles of this environmental policy, shared with
the staff and made available on the official website.
The environmental system manager is appointed to provide a copy to anyone
requesting it, keeping a distribution log.
All people working under the control of the company shall cooperate to
implement such principles by complying with all procedures and instructions
stated by the management system to prevent any form of pollution.
This documenti is submitted to a periodic review by the management, and its
implementation level is evaluated by establishing consistent related
objectives/topics to be achieved.

PELLETTERIE 2F Top Managment
PRESIDENT FRANCESCO MARENZI
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